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If R is an integrally closed integral domain which contains the rational
numbers, I is an ideal of R, and S is an integral extension of R, then
IS l R s I. This fact is well known and can be proved rather easily using a
trace argument. On the other hand, if R contains a finite field, this
contraction property does not hold. However, the way in which ideals
enlarge tends to make the ring less pathological. There is a tendency for
w xhomology to vanish. In fact, Hochster and Huneke HH2, p. 73 have
shown that if R is an excellent local domain of equicharacteristic p and
Rq is the integral closure of R in an algebraic closure of its quotient field,
then Rq is Cohen]Macaulay.
In line with the Hochster]Huneke notation, it is natural to define the
plus closure of an ideal I, Iq, as IRql R where R denotes the integral
closure of R in an algebraic closure of its quotient field. We can deter-
mine Iq if we can do so locally and so we may restrict our attention to
local rings. Of course, as noted above Iqs I if R is an integrally closed
equicharacteristic zero domain. There has also been some study of Iq in
the equicharacteristic p case. In that case, it is easy to see that Iq is
contained in the tight closure of I since the tight closure has the contrac-
tion property. It is not known whether or not these two closures are equal.
Since plus closure is a local property, the equality of the closures would
solve a lot of problems. However, it is not the mission of this article to
resolve this particular question.
For local rings which do not contain a field}the mixed characteristic
case}virtually nothing is known about the plus closure and nothing at all
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appears in the literature. This is typical as the mixed characteristic case
has evaded understanding on many fronts. Atypically, this article will focus
on the mixed characteristic case. The reasons for such a study are clear.
There is no obvious analogue for tight closure in the mixed characteristic
case and the plus closure seems an obvious substitute. Unfortunately,
mixed characteristic rings are too much like equicharacteristic zero rings
and in general the plus closure will be too small to be as useful as it is in
the equicharacteristic p case. Nonetheless, the plus closure may be a piece
of the puzzle and it seems advantageous to learn as much about it as
possible.
First we mention some facts which were known, at least to some
individuals. The contraction property Iqs I does not hold in general for
mixed characteristic rings. Neither is Rq Cohen]Macaulay when dim R )
3. This latter fact is easily seen by localizing at a height three prime which
does not contain p and noting that this equicharacteristic zero ring is not
Cohen]Macaulay. Thus we see that the mixed characteristic plus closure
lacks the best features of the plus closure in either equicharacteristic case.
Our primary goal will be to develop a mixed characteristic analogue of
w xthe generalized BriancËon]Skoda theorem found in HH1, p. 45 . The
statement of that theorem is, ``Let R be a Noetherian ring of characteris-
tic p and let I be an ideal of positive height generated by n elements.
mq n mq1 .Then for every positive integer m, I : I *.'' Here bar denotes the
integral closure of the ideal and * denotes the tight closure. A slightly
sharper version of this theorem is true}tight closure can be replaced by
w xplus closure HH3, p. 109 . When R is a regular local ring, the contraction
property holds and so either of these results gives the usual
BriancËon]Skoda theorem as a special case. In equicharacteristic zero, tight
closure is defined by reducing to characteristic p and the generalized
BriancËon]Skoda theorem holds there as well. The theorem fails of course
for the notion of plus closure defined in this article. However, it is
probably not very difficult to define a generalized plus closure using
reduction to characteristic p techniques which is non-trivial in equicharac-
teristic zero and gives the second form of the generalized BriancËon]Skoda
theorem in that case. On the other hand, how one should define a
generalized plus closure in the mixed characteristic case seems less clear
and it seems best that we should first learn what can be done with the plus
closure defined here.
There is not a full mixed characteristic form of the generalized
BriancËon]Skoda theorem using the strict plus closure. For integrally
closed domains, the trace argument tells us that an element z cannot be in
Iq unless pmz g I for some integer m. Thus some additional hypothesis
m ’will be needed. If p g I for some m, i.e., p g I , we have obtained the
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desired result in a number of cases. Theorem 2.13 gives the result if I can
be generated by two elements or even if there are two elements of a
’minimal generating set of I which generate an ideal J with p g J . Of
course, this implies the result if some pm is part of a minimal generating
set of I. We have not determined whether the result holds more generally.
When the assumptions are not satisfied, we can add pm to the generating
set and obtain the slightly weaker result that we usually get for ideals
requiring one more generator than I actually does. Finally, for arbitrary I,
 m.qwe can apply our results to show certain elements are in I, p for every
m. It should be remarked that we do not actually assume the prime integer
p is nonzero as a ring element and so the previously known equicharacter-
istic p theorem is actually a corollary of our results.
If p is in some, but not all, associated primes of I, the situation is more
difficult but we still have two partial results for two generator ideals. In
m q q qy2 q .  .2.4 , we see that p z g I and z g I yield z g I . Theorem 2.17
states that elements in the unmixed closure of I q for a 2-generated
qy1 complete intersection ideal I are in the plus closure of I with suitable
.hypothesis on p and R .
In Section 3, we consider the connections between BriancËon]Skoda,
homology relations, and the plus closure.
1. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARY RESULTS
Throughout this article, we assume all of our rings are commutative with
unity. After a few initial definitions, we shall restrict our attention further
to integral domains. When possible, we shall also assume the Noetherian
hypothesis. This is not very limiting as the properties discussed are usually
finite in nature and so the theorems can be applied to Noetherian subrings
of rings which are not Noetherian.
DEFINITION. Let R be an integral domain and let I be an ideal of R.
 . q q qThen the strict plus closure of I, denoted I , equals IR l R where R
denotes the integral closure of R in an algebraic closure of its quotient
field.
Let R be any Noetherian ring, let I be an ideal of R, and let x g R.
q q  ..Then x g I if and only if x g I RrP for every minimal prime P
of R.
The extension of plus closure to arbitrary Noetherian rings is a natural
one. Since any nilpotent element is a multiple of any regular element in
some integral extension, the nilradical should certainly be in the plus
closure of any ideal which contains a regular element. To make the closure
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well-behaved with respect to homomorphic images, it seems reasonable to
simply force the nilradical into the closure of any ideal and thus restrict to
the reduced case. Since the integral closure of a Noetherian reduced ring
in its total quotient ring is a direct sum of domains, we can consider the
minimal primes of R separately. With these definitions, it suffices to
develop the theory for integral domains.
LEMMA 1.1. Let R be an integral domain and let I be an ideal of R. Then
q  .qI s F IR where the intersection may be taken either o¨er all prime idealsP
P or all maximal ideals P.
q q q  .qProof. Since R ; R for each P, we have I ; IR and thisP P
 .qproves one containment. It remains to show that if x g IR for everyP
q  q .maximal ideal P, then x g I . Consider the ideal IR : x . Since localiza-
 q. q  q .  q .tion is a flat extension and R s R , IR : x m R s IR : x sRyP P P P
q qR . Hence x g I .P
Thus, in order to study the plus closure, we may restrict our attention to
local domains. As noted in the introduction, this closure is trivial in the
equicharacteristic zero case for integrally closed domains and so we shall
concern ourselves with the mixed characteristic and equicharacteristic p
cases.
Notational Con¨ention. Throughout, p will denote a prime integer
which will be the characteristic of the residue field of any local ring under
consideration. Also, p will denote the ring element p ? 1. In the equichar-
acteristic case, of course, p will be zero as a ring element.
On several occasions in this article, we shall make use of the Rees ring.
Recall that if R is a ring and I is an ideal of R, the Rees ring of R with
w xrespect to I is R It where t is an indeterminate. The extended Rees ring
w x y1of R with respect to I is R It, u where u s t . The Rees ring has a
natural grading. We let R be the homogeneous summand of degree zero
 . w xand assign deg t s 1. R It is thus a ring graded by the non-negative
integers. The extended Rees ring will of course be graded by the full set
of integers. It is useful to recall a few facts about the extended Rees ring.
The integral closure of the extended Rees ring is easily seen to be the
n ngraded ring whose degree n summand is I t for n ) 0 and whose
remaining homogeneous summands are unchanged. Hence the intersec-
n n .tion of the ideal u with the degree zero summand will be I . The
extended Rees ring essentially serves as a device to reduce problems about
finitely generated ideals to problems about principal ideals}we will pri-
marily use it to reduce problems about n-generated ideals to problems
w xabout 2-generated ideals. A good reference is V .
The primary concern of this article is integral extensions and when
dealing with graded rings, we wish to restrict our attention to those
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extensions which respect the original grading. In order to deal with
w 3 x w xextensions such as K x ; K x , we will allow graded rings to have
homogeneous elements of fractional degree. Now we offer a precise
definition of the kind of integral extension we shall consider.
DEFINITION. Let R be a graded subring of the graded ring S. If S is
integral over R, S is called a g-integral extension of R.
Remark. Since any ring may be regarded as a graded ring with the
trivial grading, results for g-integral extensions have general applicability.
Also, let us recall that if I is an ideal of R and z g R, then z is in the
 . N Ny1integral closure of I if there is a polynomial f T s T q a T q1
 . i??? qa such that f z s 0 and a g I for each i. The existence of such aN i
N  .Ny1polynomial says precisely that z g I I, z and so we see that z is in
the integral closure of I precisely when this condition holds for some N.
The integral closure of I will be denoted by I. It is easily seen using the
i isecond formulation that the condition a g I can be relaxed to a g I .i i
We also recall that in integrally closed domains, principal ideals are
integrally closed.
An additional fact about integral closures will be used. Let R be an
integral domain and let B be the set of valuations on the quotient field
  .of R whose valuation rings contain R. Then I s r g R N ¨ r G
  . 4 4 w xinf ¨ x N x g I ;¨ g B V, p. 126 .
Finally, we want to mention a result of Ratliff which shall be used
several times in this article.
THEOREM 1.2. Let R be a uni¨ ersally catenarian Noetherian ring and let I
 .be a complete intersection ideal ht I s number of generators . Then e¨ery
q  .associated prime of I is minimal o¨er I. In particular, if I, t is also a
q qcomplete intersection ideal, then tz g I implies z g I .
w xThis result can be found in R with different terminology. Ideal of the
principal class is an alternate term for complete intersection ideal and
locally quasi-unmixed is equivalent to universally catenerian. This class of
rings is closed under finitely generated extensions and localizations.
2. MAIN RESULTS
The basic technique we have developed for putting an element in the
extension of an ideal is designed for ideals with only two generators. For
ideals requiring more generators, we realy heavily on the extended Rees
ring to reduce to the two generator case. The idea behind the reduction is
this. Start with an ideal I of R and view it as yR q J where J requires0 0
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w xfewer generators than I. Let R be the extended Rees ring R Jt, u . So0
 .J s uR l R and I s u, y R l R . Then, using the two generator case,0 0
we find an integral extension S of R such that the element z is in the
 .desired power of u, y S. We actually choose S to be a graded extension of
R and so the degree zero part S will be an integral extension of R . Now0 0
i ielements of u S l S will be in J S and this will enable us to use0 0
induction on the number of generators. However, we must first conduct a
thorough study of the two generator case.
Our basic strategy in the two generator case is this. We assume that an
element z is in the integral closure of the qth power of a particular ideal
 .I s x, y R. The crucial step is to adjoin integral elements ¨ , w to R,
e f qyeobtaining a new domain S, so that z s x ¨ q y w where ¨ g I S and
qy fw g I S for a certain fixed pair of integers e and f. If we do this for
 .each pair e, f such that e q f s m q 1, we will be able to show via 2.3
m qymthat z g I I S when S is integrally closed. Now the assertions about ¨
and w are really assertions that these elements satisfy monic polynomials
with certain conditions on the coefficients. We shall actually select the
elements ¨ and w by choosing the polynomials. Obviously, since ¨ and w
are related by the equation z s x e¨ q y f w, the minimal polynomial for
one determines the minimal polynomial for the other. Given a possibly
reducible polynomial satisfied by one, there is still a natural way to get a
polynomial satisfied by the other. We need to make this connection
explicit and we shall do so via a technical lemma relating the coefficients
of a polynomial satisfied by w to the coefficients of a polynomial satisfied
w f xby z y yw. We can replace y by y when using the lemma. The statement
of this lemma was actually derived using symmetric functions in the roots
of the polynomials and it can be proved in that fashion. However, there is
a much simpler proof and the author thanks Craig Huneke for pointing
it out.
 . n nyiLEMMA 2.1. Let f T s  a T be a monic polynomial and supposeis0 i
i i n y j iy j j .  .  .  .f w s 0. For 0 F i F n, set b s y1  a z y and let g T si y ji js0 j
n nyi  . b T . Then g z y yw s 0.is0 i
 . n i nyi  . n  .Proof. Set h T s  a y T . Then h yw s y f w s 0. Next ex-is0 i
 .  . n  .ny ipand h T as a Taylor polynomial in T y z. Thus h T s  c T y zis0 i
nyi. i n y j j iyj .  .  .with c s h z r n y i !. We claim c s  a y z . The claimi y ji i js0 j
is easily checked by induction on n y i. For i s n, it is clear. Assuming
i n y j j iyj .c s  a y z for some value of i, we compute c by taking thei y ji js0 j iy1
derivative with respect to z and dividing by n q 1 y i. Since
n y j n y j iy1 n y j j iyjy1 . .  ..  .  .i y j r n q 1 y i s , c s  a y z asi y j i y 1 y j i y 1 y jiy1 js0 j
 . n  .ny i  . idesired. Now 0 s h yw s  c yw y z and since b s y1 c ,is0 i i i
 .g z y yw s 0.
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Note that it does not matter whether f , g are irreducible or not. Now
im mobserve that if we choose a g I for each i, w will be an element of Ii
ei iqye.in the larger ring and if we simultaneously arrange to have b g x I ,i
e qye .z y yw rx will also be an element of I . Since we require that b be ai
multiple of x ei, we will use b x ei in place of b in all of our applications ofi i
iqye. .2.1 . We still shall need b g I .i ’Our best results require p g I . However, some results can be done in
more generality and we shall do so, beginning with Lemma 2.2. We do not
know precisely what can and cannot be done with a weaker hypothesis.
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a graded integral domain. Let x, y, z g R be
 .  .  .homogeneous elements with deg y s deg z s 0 and let I s x, y R. Sup-
qpose m, q, e, f are positi¨ e integers with e q f - q. Further assume z g I and
pmz g I q. Then there exists a g-integral extension S of R and elements ¨
qye qyf e fg I S, w g I S such that z s x ¨ q y w.
q kq1Proof. Since z g I , there exists an integer k such that z g
q q .k n q .L L qI I , z R. Letting n s mk, we have p I , z : I for every L F k
and so for every L. Letting M s qk and N s p M n, the desired extension S
w x N Ny1will be R w, ¨ where w is a root of a polynomial T q a T q ??? qa1 n
 f . e e fand ¨ s z y y w rx . It is clear that z s x ¨ q y w and so it remains to
qye qyfchoose the a 's so that ¨ is integral over R, ¨ g I S, w g I S, and thei
qy fextension is g-integral. For w g I S, it will suffice to choose each
qyf . i  .a g I . By 2.1 and the remarks following, with a s 1, we will have ¨i 0
qye i iyj f j e iN y j .integral over R and ¨ g I S if we satisfy  a z y s b xi y jjs0 j i
qye. i e iwith b g I for i s 1, . . . , N. In this setup, b x plays the role of bi i i
f  .and y plays the role of y in the statement of 2.1 . The extension will be
 .g-integral provided w and ¨ are homogeneous. If deg a s 0 for every i, wi
will be homogeneous of degree zero. We may then pick b to be homo-i
 .  .  .geneous of degree equal to yei deg x and this will yield deg ¨ s
 .  .ye deg x .
Now we recursively choose a , b beginning with i s 1. We claim we mayi i
Myi.n qy f . i Myi.n qye . ichoose a g p I , z and b g p I , z for i - M, andi i
 qy f . i  qye . ia g I , z and b g I , z for M F i F N. The verification of thisi i
claim is sufficient to complete the proof.
For i s 1, the equation is Nz q a y f s b x e, which we find more1 1
convenient to express as Nz s b x e y a y f. Since N s p M n and pnz g I q1 1
 m q. My1.n q q e qyebecause p z g I , Nz g p I . Also as e q f - q, I s x I q
y fI qy f, and so we may easily find a , b to satisfy the equation. Of course,1 1
as all of the terms are homogeneous, there is no difficulty in finding a
homogeneous solution. Next suppose we have successfully chosen a , b forj j
every j - i to satisfy the first i y 1 equations. Now we must choose a , bi i
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iy1 N y j iy j f j e i f i .such that  a z y s b x y a y . First suppose i - M. Sincei y jjs0 j i i
M n i N .N s p and i! is never divisible by p , is certainly divisible byi
M nyiq1 Myiq1.n N i Myiq1.n q i .  .p and so by p . Thus we have a z g p I , z .0i
iy j f j Myj.n qy f . j iyj f j Myj.n q . iFor 0 - j - i, a z y g p I , z z I : p I , z :j
Myiq1.n q i iy1 N y j iy j f j Myiq1.n q i .  .  .p I , z . Thus we have  a z y g p I , z :i y jjs0 j
pMyi.nI qi. Now any monomial in I qi is divisible by x a y b with a q b s qi.
Since ei q fi - qi s a q b , either a G ei or b G fi. It follows that I qi s
ei qye. i f i qyf . i iy1 N y j iy j f j Myi.n ei qye. i . x I q y I . Hence  a z y g p x I qi y jjs0 j
f i qyf . i.y I . This enables us to find the desired a , b .i i
 qy f . jNow suppose i G M. For j - i, we have a g I , z for every jj
 . iy j f j  qy f . j iyj f j  q . iincluding zero . It follows that a z y g I , z z I : I , z sj
q iyk . q .k  .I I , z . Since i G M s qk, qi y i F qi y qk and so e q f i F
 .  . q iyk .q y 1 i F q i y k . It follows as in the previous case that I s
x eiI q iyk .yei q y f iI q iyk .y f i and as before, this enables us to find the
desired a , b .i i
LEMMA 2.3. Let S be an integrally closed integral domain. Let x, y, z be
 .elements of S and let I s x, y S. Let m - q be positi¨ e integers and assume
e qye f qyfz g x I q y I for e¨ery pair of positi¨ e integers e, f such that e q f s
m qymm q 1. Then z g I I .
m qymProof. We shall prove by induction for 1 F k F m that z g I I q
k qyky I . The case k s 1 follows immediately from the e s m, f s 1 case of
the assumption and the case k s m implies the conclusion. Hence the
inductive step will complete the proof of the lemma. Assume the result
n m qymholds for k s n - m. Then we have z s a q y b with a g I I ,
qynb g I . The e s m y n, f s n q 1 case of the assumption gives us
my n nq1 qymqn qyny1 nz s x c q y d with c g I , d g I . Thus a q y b s
x my nc q y nq1d. Now a necessarily has the form of the right hand side of
the equation and hence so does y nb. Thus we may write y nb s x my nr q
nq1 myn n qyn ny s, which yields x r s y t with t g I . Next write r s y w, where
w is an element of the quotient field of S. Also clearly t s x my n w. This
gives z s a q y nb s a q x my n y n w q y nq1s, which has the desired form
qymprovided w g I .
qymTo see that w g I , we use the valuation criterion for the integral
closure of an ideal. Let ¨ be any valuation on the quotient field of S
qymwhose corresponding valuation ring contains S. The condition w g I is
 .  .   .  .4precisely the condition that ¨ w G q y m inf ¨ x , ¨ y for every such
¨ . Note that, as S is integrally closed, the latter condition guarantees that
w is actually an element of S. So it suffices to verify the inequality for
my n qyn .  .an arbitrary ¨. Suppose that ¨ x F ¨ y . As t s x w g I ,
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 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .m y n ¨ x q ¨ w s ¨ t G q y n ¨ x and so ¨ w G q y n y
 ..  .  .  .  .  .m y n ¨ x s q y m ¨ x as desired. The case ¨ y - ¨ x is handled
n qymqnsimilarly, starting from r s y w g I . This completes the induction
step and the lemma is shown.
LEMMA 2.4. Let R be a graded integral domain. Let x, y, z g R be
 .  .  .homogeneous elements with deg y s deg z s 0 and let I s x, y R. Fur-
q m qther assume z g I and p z g I for some integers m, q. Then there exists a
qy2 2g-integral extension S of R such that z g I I S.
 .Proof. We apply Lemma 2.2 repeatedly q y 2 times in fact to obtain
e qye f qyfa g-integral extension S so that z g x I S q y I S whenever e q f s
q y 1. Next replace S by its integral closure, which is still a g-integral
wextension of R since the integral closure of a graded domain is graded B,
xp. 322 . Now we may invoke the m s q y 2 case of Lemma 2.3 and so we
qy2 2see z g I I S as desired.
In this paper, pmz g I q is the weakest hypothesis we shall consider. To
 . m qy2obtain the conclusion of 2.4 , the trace argument shows that p z g I
is definitely a necessary condition but suggests that our hypothesis might
be unnecessarily strong. However, our techniques appear insufficient to
allow us to prove anything with a weaker hypothesis than the one we have
used.
 .Of course, with the hypothesis of 2.4 , the result we really want is
qy1z g I IS. This result is true in sufficiently many cases that we believe it
is true in general. However, we have neither a general proof or a unified
proof of the known cases. The results we do have, Theorems 2.11 and 2.17,
both rely on Theorem 2.8 below. We now present a few arithmetic lemmas
 .we shall need to prove 2.8 .
LEMMA 2.5. Suppose i, j are positi¨ e integers and n s i q j. Let a . . . ak 0
be the expression for i in base p, i.e., i s a q a p q ??? qa pk with0 1 k
<0 F a - p. Similarly, suppose j s b . . . b , n s c . . . c . Let d s j N a qj k 0 k 0 j
nd4 <  .b ) c . Then p N .j j i
Proof. We simply compute the highest power of p which divides
n!, i!, j! and then subtract the sum of the other two powers from the power
dividing n!. These computations are easily done using base p expressions.
The number of terms in n! divisible by p is clearly c . . . c , the numberk 1
divisible by p2 is c . . . c , etc. Thus the highest power of p dividing n! isk 2
c . . . c q c . . . c q ??? qc . Regarding i, j similarly, we see that thek 1 k 2 k
n . highest power of p dividing s n!ri! j! is c . . . c y a . . . a yk 1 k 1i
.  .b . . . b q ??? q c y a y b . Each term in this sum is either zero ork 1 k k k
one depending upon whether the addition involves carrying in the appro-
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priate place. To be explicit, c . . . c y a . . . a y b . . . b s 1 pre-k jq1 k jq1 k jq1
cisely when a . . . a q b . . . b s c . . . c q p jq1. If a q b F c , thisj 0 j 0 j 0 j j j
cannot happen. Conversely c . . . c y a . . . a y b . . . b s 0, whenk jq1 k jq1 k jq1
a . . . a q b . . . b s c . . . c and if a q b ) c , this cannot happen. Thej 0 j 0 j 0 j j j
lemma now follows.
COROLLARY 2.6. Let i - n be positi¨ e integers. Let a . . . a , c . . . c , bek 0 k 0
< 4 <the expressions in base p for i, n, respecti¨ ely. Let d s j N a ) c . Thenj j
nd  .p N .
i
 .Proof. This is immediate from 2.5 .
 .LEMMA 2.7. Let R be a ring, I s x, y R, and let e, f , q, h be positi¨ e
integers with e q f s q. Then I hqqy1. s x hqeI h q fy1. q y hq f I hq ey1. q
x e y f I hqqy1.yq.
Proof. It is easy to see that each ideal on the right hand side of the
equation is contained in I hqqy1. and so one containment is clear. On the
other hand, I hqqy1. is generated by monomials in x and y and we can
produce the reverse containment by showing that each such monomial is
contained in one of the ideals on the right hand side. Let x a y b be any
monomial generator of I hqqy1.. If a G hqe, then the monomial is in
 .  .the first ideal. If a - hqe, then b s hq q y 1 y a ) hq q y 1 y hqe s
 . a bhq f y 1 G f y 1. Thus b G f. Similarly, x y is in the second ideal or
a G e. Thus, if x a y b is in neither of the first two ideals, it must be in the
third.
Notation. In the next theorem, we shall have an ideal I and an element
q r q a .z g I . We shall need to make use of the related ideal I I , z where
0 F r - q. As this ideal is rather awkward to describe and we are not really
interested in the values of a and r but rather only the value of i s aq q r,
we shall denote this ideal by I . There are two elementary properties ofi
these ideals worth noting. First, for any i, j, I I : I . Second, if for somei j iqj
u g R, we have uz j g I q j for every j, then uI : I i for every i.i
THEOREM 2.8. Let R be a graded integral domain. Let u g R be such that
p  .  .u s p. Let x, y, z be homogeneous elements of R with deg y s deg z s 0
 .and let I s x, y R. Suppose q, e, f are positi¨ e integers with e q f s q.
q j q jFurther assume z g I and uz g I for e¨ery j. Then there exists a g-integral
f e e fextension S of R and elements ¨ g I S, w g I S such that z s x ¨ q y w.
Proof. First we reduce to the Noetherian case. If R is not Noetherian,
we may replace R by a Noetherian subdomain in which the entire
qhypothesis is satisfied. To see this, note that z g I means that there exists
hq1 q q .ha positive integer h such that z g I I , z . Thus this condition is
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simply the existence of a finite set of elements satisfying a particular
equation. Next note the condition uz j g I q j for every j now reduces to the
condition uz j g I q j for every j F h and so simply requires the existence of
a finite set of elements satisfying a finite set of equations. Thus we may
replace R by a finitely generated graded Z-algebra containing the pre-
scribed finite set of elements.
Our next objective is to derive an equation which shall be crucial in the
 q . i  eifinal step of the proof. Define a family of modules C s I , z r x I qi f i
jy if i e f.  .y I and homomorphisms g : C ª C with i - j by g c s x y c. .ei i j i j i j
hq1 q q .hUsing the integer h mentioned above, the condition z g I I , z
 q .hq hqqy1. q .h  .implies I , z s I I , z . Thus, by 2.7 ,
hq hq hqe h q fy1. hq f hq ey1. e f h qqy1.yq qI , z s x I q y I q x y I I , z . .  . .
Hence every nonzero monomial in C will be divisible by x e y f and sohq
 .C s g C . Thus C s lim C is a homomorphic image ofhq hqy1, hq hqy1 i6
 .C and so is a Noetherian module. We then see that Dker g ishqy1 hqy1, j
finitely generated and it follows that C s C for sufficiently large M.M
kpNext, for each positive integer k, regard z as an element of C by
kp 4kfirst regarding it as an element of C . Let B s z N k G 1 R. Since Bp
is a submodule of C, it is finitely generated and so there exists an
kp 4integer K with B s z N 1 F k F K R. Choose L sufficiently large so
L LL K p pthat p ) M, p . Then, as z g B, we obtain an equation z s
K  e f . p Lyp k p k e p L f p L L L r x y z q sx q ty with s g I , t g I . Moreover,ks1 k f p e p
we may choose r , s, t so that each term in this equation is homogeneous.k
 .This is the desired equation, which we denote by ) . We shall employ it
later in the proof. We have no further use of the modules B and C.
The basic technique for constructing S is the same as in the proof of
 . L w x2.2 . Let n s p . The desired extension S will be R w, ¨ where w is a
n ny1  f . eroot of a polynomial T q a T q ??? qa and ¨ s z y y w rx . We1 n
e eican obtain w g I S by choosing each a g I . By Lemma 2.1 and thei
fremarks following, with a s 1, we will have ¨ integral over R and ¨ g I S0
i iyj f j e i f in y j .provided we satisfy  a z y q b x with b g I for i si y jjs0 j i i
1, . . . , n. If we further choose each a to be homogeneous of degree zero,i
then w will be homogeneous of degree zero and ¨ will be homogeneous of
 e.degree equal to ydeg x and so S will be a g-integral extension as
desired. Thus we are done if we choose our elements a , b such thati i
e i f i .deg a s 0, a g I , b g I and the equation above is satisfied for each i.i i i
We define the elements a , . . . , a indirectly by choosing elements1 n
c , . . . , c and setting a s c y r x e p Lyp k . for i s p L y pk with 1 F k F1 n i i k
K, a s c y t, and a s c otherwise. Since r x e p Lyp k . and t have degreen n i i k
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ei  .zero and are elements of the appropriate I , we can obtain deg a s 0i
e i e i .and a g I by choosing each c so that deg c s 0 and c g I . Simulta-i i i i
neously, in a similar fashion, we choose d , . . . , d and set b s d y1 n i i
r y f  p
Lyp k . for i s p L y pk with 1 F k F K, b s d q s, and b s dk n n i i
otherwise.
p L p L y 1 f .  .We choose c , d as follows. The first equation is z q a y s1 1 11 0
b x e. As c s a and b s d , this can be written as p Lz s d x e y c y f, or1 1 1 1 1 1 1
alternatively, since u p s p, as u pLz s d x e y c y f. Now uz g I q s x eI f q1 1
y fI e and so we may solve this equation with c g u pLy1I e, d g u pLy1I f.1 1
As the left hand side is homogeneous, we may choose c to be homoge-1
neous of degree zero. In fact, throughout this proof, getting c to bei
homogeneous of degree zero will pose no problem and we shall not
mention it again.
 . LLet f j be the sum of the digits when p y j is written in base p. So,
 .  .  . Lfor example, f 0 s 1 and f 1 s p y 1 L as p y 1 has L digits, each
 .  .equalling p y 1 . As p y 1 L F pL y 1, we have in fact chosen c g1
f1. e wu I . We also have the same power of u in d but this is not a useful1
xobservation as each d appears in only one equation.i
Now suppose we have chosen c g uf j.I e j, d g I f j for each j - i soj j
that the first i y 1 equations are satisfied. We want to choose c , d toi i
satisfy
iy1 n y j iy j f j e i f ia z y s b x y a y . j i i /i y j
js0
First suppose i - p L. Then b x i y a y i s d x y c y i and so we musti i i i i
satisfy
iy1 n y j iy j f j e i f ia z y s d x y c y . j i i /i y j
js0
Let E be the smallest integer such that p L y p E - i. Then
iy1 iy1Ln y j n y jpiy j f j i iyj f ja z y s z q c z y j j / /  /i y j i y jijs0 js1
K k
L kp k Lp ype f iqp ypy r x y z . . kk L /i q p y pksE
w xThe final sum is vacuous if E ) K. To find the desired c , d , it isi i
sufficient to show each term is in uf i.I qi since I qi s x eiI f i q y f iI ei.
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L  .  .Expressing p y i in base p, we see that f i cannot exceed p y 1
 .times the number of nonzero digits, which we denote by d. Thus, by 2.6 ,
d p L L p d Lp p .  .  .  .  .f i F p y 1 d - pd with p dividing s . So u N , whichLp y i i i
f i.q1 p L i q i p L i f  i. q i .  .implies u N . As uz g I , this yields z g u I . In a similar
i i
n y j n y j .  .  .  .  .fashion, note s and that f i y f j cannot exceed p y 1i y j n y i
times the number of digits of n y i which exceed the corresponding digits
w xof n y j minus one. At least one digit of n y j is larger. Using d to
 .  .denote the number of larger digits of n y i, we have f i y f j -
d n y j f i.yf  j.q1 n y j .  .  .p y 1 d with p dividing . Hence, u N , andi y j i y j
n y j iy j f j f  i.yf  j.q1 f  j. e j iyj f j f  i. iyj q j f  i. q i .  .so c z y g u u I z I : u uz I : u I .i y j j
pk pk f  i.q1 pk .  .  .Finally s and as before u N . Thusk L L Li q p y p p y i p y i
pk e f  p Lyp k . iqp kyp L f i. q i . .x y z g u I . Therefore we may find the ap-k Li q p y p
propriate c , d for i - n s p L.i i
L n y j .Lastly, we must deal with the case i s p . Since s 1, the equationn y j
we must solve is
ny1
ny j f j en f na z y s a x y b y . j n n
js0
Again, substituting in c 's and d 's, this is equivalent toj j
ny1 K
L k kp ypn nyj f j e f pz q c z y q r x y z . j k
js1 ks1
s c y t x en y d q s y f n . .  .n n
 .Combining this equation with our derived equation ) , we get the simpli-
fied equation
ny1
ny j f j en f nc z y s c x y d y . j n n
js1
Now c g uf j.I e j : uI e j and since uz ny j g I qnyj., each term in the leftj
hand sum is contained in I qn. As usual, this allows use to find the desired
c , d to complete the proof.n n
COROLLARY 2.9. Let R be a graded integral domain. Let u g R be
p  .such that u s p. Let x, y, z be homogeneous elements of R with deg y s
q j q j .  .deg z s 0 and let I s x, y R. Assume z g I and uz g I for e¨ery j.
qy1Then there exists a g-integral extension S of R such that z g I IS.
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 .Proof. First we apply 2.8 to every pair e, f of positive integers with
e q f s q and then take the integral closure to find an integrally closed
e f f eg-integral extension S of R with z g x I S q y I S for every e, f. Now we
qy1 .invoke 2.3 with m s q y 1 to obtain z g I IS.
’ .Next we shall employ 2.9 to get the desired result when p g I . The
 .proof of 2.11 is the only place in this article where fractional degrees are
used. First, however, we isolate one step in the proof which will be used
again later in the article.
LEMMA 2.10. Let R be a ring, let ¨ , w g R, and let q, k be positi¨ e
 .  k k . k qy1 qy1 ky1integers. If J s ¨ , w R and I s ¨ , w R, then J s I J .
Proof. First note that J k qy1 is generated by monomials ¨ aw b. We can
use the division algorithm to write such a monomial as ¨ ck ¨ e w dk w f where
0 F e, f - k. Clearly 0 F e q f F 2k y 2 and e q f is congruent to y1
 .modulo k. This forces e q f s k y 1 and so c q d s k q y 1 rk s q y 1
as desired.
 .THEOREM 2.11. Let R be a graded integral domain, I s x, y R a
q’  .  .homogeneous ideal, p g I , and z g I . Assume deg y s deg z s 0.
qy1Then there exists a g-integral extension S of R with z g I IS.
p ’ ’w xProof. First replace R by R u where u s p. Since p g I , u g I
m w xand so there exists an integer m with u g I. Let A s R ¨ , w with
2 m 2 m m 2 m 2 .¨ s x and w s y. Let J s ¨ , w A. Then u g I : J and so u g J .
Since x, y are homogeneous, the domain A has a natural grading and is a
j q j 2 m q jg-integral extension of R. Next observe that for every j, z g I s J ,
j 2 m q jq2and so uz g J . By Lemma 2.4, we may replace A by a g-integral
extension which allows us to assume uz j g J 2 m q j for every j. Now we apply
 .2.9 to the element z and the ideal J and obtain a g-integral extension S
2 m qy1  .such that z g J JS. Finally we invoke 2.10 with k s 2m to get
2 m qy1 qy1 2 my1 2 my1 2 mJ s I J and since J JS: J Ss IS, this is sufficient to
complete the proof.
’We shall postpone consideration of the case when p f I until after we
have considered ideals with more than two generators. This order is forced
upon us as Corollary 2.15 is a crucial ingredient in the proof of Theorem
2.17.
The result we would like for our next theorem is clear. It would be nice
’if whenever an ideal I could be generated by n elements, p g I , and
nqk kq1 ny1z g I , we could find an integral extension S with z g I I S.
’Unfortunately, we have not been able to prove this. The hypothesis p g I
is not compatible with an inductive proof and was consequently strength-
ened to one that is. Neither have we been able to prove the full conclusion
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kq1 ny1z g I I S. It is probably too strong to be true. However, we have
managed a result somewhat stronger than z g I kq1S. This strengthening is
presented as the final conclusion of Theorem 2.13. The special case k s 0
 .is offered as Corollary 2.14. The full strength of 2.14 will be needed in
Section 3.
Note that in equicharacteristic p, Theorem 2.13 gives the plus closure
form of the generalized BriancËon]Skoda theorem of Hochster and Huneke.
LEMMA 2.12. Let R be an integral domain, x g R, J an ideal of R, and
q’I s J q xR. Suppose p g I and z g I . Then there exists an integral exten-
sion S of R with
qy1
m qymy1z g x J IS.
ms0
w x y1Proof. Let A s R Jt, u with u s t , the extended Rees ring. Since
q  .J ; uA, we have z g u , x . We can now apply 2.11 to find a g-integral .
qy1 .extension B of A such that z g u, x u , x B. We express this as .
z s qy1 c ui x qy1yi. We may assume each c is homogeneous of degreeis0 i i
Ni. Now fix i. As c g u , x B, it satisfies a monic polynomial T q .i
Ny1  . ja T q ??? qa with each a g u, x B. We may further assume each1 N j
j k jyk  .a is homogeneous of degree ij. Thus a s  b u x with deg b sj j ks0 jk jk
ij q k. Now let a s ui ja and b s b ui jqk. We see that c ui satisfiesj j jk jk i
N Ny1 j jyk  .T q a T q ??? qa and a s  b x . Since deg b s ij q k,1 N j ks0 jk jk
it satisfies a monic polynomial over A with homogeneous coefficients and
considering the degrees of the coefficients, we see that b is integral overjk
 . i jqk i jqkJt and so b is integral over J and so of course integral overjk
i j k i j j i j i i .J I . Thus a is integral over J I s J I and so c u g J IB. This holdsj i
for each i. Now let S be the degree zero subring of B; S is an integral
 i. iextension of R. Since deg c u s 0 and J I is generated by elements ofi
i idegree zero, we get c u g J IS. Letting m s q y i y 1 in the summation,i
we see that z has the desired form.
 .THEOREM 2.13. Let R be an integral domain and I s x , . . . , x an1 n
nqkideal of R. Suppose p g x , x R and z g I with k G 0. Then there’ .1 2
exists an integral extension S of R with z g I kq1S. In fact, there exists S and a
  . 4set of elements s e , . . . , e N e q ??? qe s k q 1 contained in S such1 n 1 n
e e d1 n .  .that z s  s e , . . . , e x . . . x where each s e , . . . , e is in I S for1 n 1 n 1 n
 4d s min i N e / 0 y 1.i
Proof. We induct on n, the case n s 1 being well known and the case
 .  .n s 2 being given by 2.11 . For n G 3, let J s x , . . . , x and x s x .1 ny1 n
 .By 2.12 , we may replace R by an integral extension of R such that
qy1 m qymy1z g  x J I where q s k q n. For m - k q 1, we note thatms 0
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qymy1 qymy1 myky1 kqnymy1J I: J while for m G k q 1, we note that x J I:
ny1 k m kqnymy1 kq1 ny1I . Thus we have z g  x J q x I . Now, to provems 0 n n
the theorem, it suffices to show it for each term in this sum. The final term
m ny1.qkym.clearly has the right form. Now suppose z s x w with w g J .n
Now we apply the induction assumption to the element w and the
ideal J to get an integral extension S of R with w g J kq1ymS.
 . e1 eny 1  .Also w s  s e , . . . , e x . . . x where each s e , . . . , e is in1 ny1 1 ny1 1 ny1
d d  4J S: I S for d s min i N e / 0 y 1. It follows from this thati
m  . e1 eny 1 mx w s  s e , . . . , e x . . . x x where e q ??? qe q m sn 1 ny1 1 ny1 n 1 ny1
d .  .k q 1 y m q m s k q 1 and each s e , . . . , e is in I S for d s1 ny1
 4min i N e / 0 y 1. This completes the proof.i
 .COROLLARY 2.14. Let R be an integral domain and I s x , . . . , x an1 n
nideal of R. Suppose p g x , x R. Further assume z g I with k G 0.’ .1 2
Then there exists an integral extension S of R with z g IS. In fact, there exists
 4 nS and a set of elements s , . . . , s contained in S such that z s  s x1 n is1 i i
iy1where each s g I S.i
 .COROLLARY 2.15. Let R be an integral domain and I s x , . . . , x an1 n
nqkideal of R. Suppose m is a positi¨ e integer, and z g I with k G 0. Then
there exists an integral extension S of R with z g I kS q pmS. In particular, if
k’p g I , we can choose S so that z g I S.
 m .Proof. Let J s x , p , x , . . . , x . The result now follows immediately1 2 n
 .from 2.13 .
’Now we return to the two generator case with p f I . In order to make
the proof given here of the generalized BriancËon]Skoda theorem work, a
fairly strong alternate hypothesis is necessary. Most of the work will be
 .  .done proving 2.16 , which is a special case of Theorem 2.17. Then 2.17
 .will be proved by reduction to 2.16 .
LEMMA 2.16. Let R be a uni¨ ersally catenarian integral domain, s , z
 .  .elements of R, x, y, t R a height three ideal of R, I s x, y R, and q, h G 2
n q hq1 q q .h phintegers. Suppose t z g I for some integer n, z g I I , z , s s p,
2 qy1 .and s g I , t . Then there exists an integral extension S of R with z g I IS.
Proof. We shall prove the lemma by induction on n. Suppose n s 1.
h p  . j q jLet u s s and so u s p; hence by 2.9 , it is enough to show uz g I
for every j in order to complete the proof in this case. Now u s s h g
 2 .h  2 h. 2 j q jI , t : I , t . Thus it will be sufficient to obtain I z : I and
t hz j g I q j. As we may have to enlarge R to obtain the first condition, we
will first show the easier second condition. Since tz g I q, the second
hq1 q q .hcondition is clear for j F h and as z g I I , z , this gives the condi-
tion for all j. Similarly, it suffices to show the first condition for j F h.
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Now I 2 z j is generated by a finite set of elements, each of which is
2 q j q jq2  .contained in I I : I . Also, since p g I, t R, some power of p
conducts z into I q and so some power of p will conduct every generator
2 j q jq2  .of I z into I . We want to apply 2.4 . Replacing z by a generator of
I 2 z j and q by qj q 2 and using the trivial grading, we have the full
hypothesis and so we construct an integral extension to force this genera-
tor into I q j. Repeating this process for each j F h and each generator of
I 2 z j allows us to find a finite integral extension domain of R in which the
first condition is true. As a finite integral extension domain of R will again
be a universally catenarian integral domain, it suffices to prove the lemma
using this extension in place of R. Thus the first condition holds and the
n s 1 case is proved.
Now assume the lemma holds when n s k y 1 and consider the case
n s k. So we have t k z g I q. Thus we have t k z s a x q q a x qy1 y qq qy1
q k??? qa y . We claim each a g t , x , y . To see this, suppose some .0 i
k k k . .a f t , x , y . Then the module a , . . . , a R q t , x , y r t , x , y is .  .  .i 1 0
nonzero and so has RrM as a homomorphic image where M is some
maximal ideal. Assuming RrM has at least q q 1 elements if not, we may
.enlarge it via an integral extension , we can find an element d g RrM so
qthat a d q ??? qa / 0. Lifting d to an element d of R, we haveq 0
q ka d q ??? qa f t , x , y . Now let s s x y dy. By substitution, the .q 0
equation t k z s a x q q a x qy1 y q ??? qa y q yields t k z s b sq qq qy1 0 q
qy1 q q kb s y q ??? qb y where b s a d q ??? qa f t , x , y s .qy1 0 0 q 0
k q k .  .  .t , s , y . However, y b g t , s . Since y, s, t R s x, y, t R . 0
 .is a height three ideal, s, t R is a height two ideal and so we may invoke
k q k k k .  . .1.2 to see t , s : y : t , s . Thus b g t , s : t , s, y . This con- .  .  .0
tradiction proves the claim.
Next we enlarge R by adjoining roots a , b , g with a 3k s x, b 3k s y,
3  .  .and g s t. Then let K s a , b , g R and J s a , b R. For each i,
3k ’  .a g K and since p g K , we may apply 2.15 , replacing R by ani
integral extension so that a g K 3ky3 for every i. Combining thisi
with t k z s a x q q a x qy1 y q ??? qa y q gives t k z g K 3ky3I q. Notingq qy1 0
K 3ky3 : g 3ky3R q J s t ky1R q J, we have t k z g t ky1I q q JI q and as I :
3k k ky1 q 3k qq1 q ky1 .J , t z g t I q J . Thus, there exists w g I with t tz y w g
J 3k qq1. Again, as t is in no prime ideal minimal over the height two ideal
3k qq1 3 9k qq3 .  .J, we use 1.2 to conclude tz y w g J and so tz y w g J .
 .Next we wish to invoke 2.4 to construct another integral extension so that
 .3 9k qq1we may assume tz y w g J . We can do this, using the trivial
 .3 9k qq3grading, provided some power of p sends tz y w into J . As p
’g I , t R , this follows from the fact that powers of x, y, t all send .
 .3 9k qq3tz y w into J .
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Next, let a*, b * be cube roots of a , b , respectively, and let L s
 .a*, b * R. Finally, we claim the induction hypothesis can be applied to
the element tz y w and the ideal L with 9kq q 1 in place of q. From
3 9k qq1 3 9k qq1 .tz y w g J , J : L , and h G 2, we see tz y w g L and
hq1 9 k qq1 9 k qq1 .h ky1 . 3k qq1 9 k qq3z g L L , z . Also, t tz y w g J : L :
L9k qq1 and so we may apply the n s k y 1 case to integrally extend R in
such a way that tz y w g L9k q. But w g I q : J 3k q : L9k q and so we get
tz g L9k q. We can now apply the n s 1 case to the element z and the ideal
9k qy1  .L to obtain an integral extension S with z g L LS. By 2.10 , we have
9k qy1 qy1 9ky1 qy1L s I L and so z g I IS, completing the proof.
THEOREM 2.17. Let R be an uni¨ ersally catenarian integral domain,
 .  .x, y, t R a height three ideal of R, I s x, y R, and q a positi¨ e integer.
m q ’Suppose t z g I for some integer m and p g I , t R . Then there exists an .
qy1integral extension S of R with z g I IS.
q  .Proof. As before, z g I by 1.2 . Hence there exists an integer h with
hq1 q q .hz g I I , z . Taking an integral extension if necessary, we may as-
ph ’sume R contains an element s with s s p. Since p g I , t R , s g .
k  .’ I , t R and so there exists an integer k with s g x, y, t R. Next .
adjoin integral elements a , b , g such that a 8 k s x, b 8 k s y, and g 4 k s t.
 .  2 . k  .Let J s a , b R and let K s J , g R. From s g x, y, t R, we see
k 4 k 4  .s g K and so s g K . Thus, by 2.15 , we may integrally extend R so
 2 .that s g K s J , g R.
 .Now we apply 2.16 with a , b , g in place of x, y, t, respectively, and
8kq in place of q. Since I : J 8 k and t m s g 4 k m, the entire hypothesis is
8 k qy1satisfied. Thus we may find an extension S of R with z g J JS. We
qy1 .again use 2.10 to see z g I IS.
3. CONNECTIONS WITH HOMOLOGY
Examples of integrally closed domains which are not Cohen]Macaulay
are not abundant in the literature. The easiest example is probably
  3 3 3..w xR s K @ x, y, z#r x q y q z xt, yt, zt where K is a field of character-
istic not equal to three. This is just the Rees ring of K @ x, y, z#r
 3 3 3.x q y q z with respect to the maximal ideal. Here x, xt q y, yt is a
 2 2 .system of parameters and a non-trivial homology relation is x z t q
 . 2 .  2 .xt q y yz t q yt z s 0. This homology relation will vanish in an
2  .qintegral extension of R if and only if z g x, xt q y . As noted earlier,
this homology relation cannot vanish in characteristic zero but must vanish
in characteristic p.
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There is a mixed characteristic analogue. Let K denote the p-adicp
  3 3 3..w xintegers with p / 3 and let R s K @ y, x#r p q y q z pt, yt, zt . Wep
get the same non-trivial relation in homology with p replacing x. So it is
2  .qnatural to ask if z g p, pt q y . The answer, as we shall see below, is
yes. Thus there is at least one concrete example of a homology relation
being trivialized by an integral extension in the mixed characteristic case.
Actually this example is part of a wide family of examples which are in fact
related to the results in Section 2. The next result allows us to find and
learn about many examples in this family.
THEOREM 3.1. Let A be an integrally closed local domain and x , . . . , x1 n
n .be part of a system of parameters. Let I s x , . . . , x A and suppose z g I .1 n
w xLet R be the integral closure of the Rees ring A x t, . . . , x t . Then x , x t q1 n 1 1
x , x t q x , . . . , x t is part of a system of parameters for R and2 2 3 n
n  . i . ny i. y1 x t q x zt s 0 where x s x s 0. Also, if z gis0 i iq1 0 nq1
 .  . nx , . . . , x t q x R, then z g x , . . . , x A. Finally, if z s  x a with1 ny1 n 1 n is1 i i
iy1  .each a g I , then z g x , . . . , x t q x R.i 1 ny1 n
Proof. Choose y , . . . , y so that x , . . . , x , y , . . . , y is a system of1 m 1 n 1 m
parameters for A. It certainly sufficies to show x , x t q x , x t q1 1 2 2
x , . . . , x t, y , . . . , y is a system of parameters for R and for that it is3 n 1 m
w xenough to show the set is a system of parameters for A x t, . . . , x t . Since1 n
w x  . w xA s A x t, . . . , x t r x t, . . . , x t , dim A x t, . . . , x t ) dim A s n q m1 n 1 n 1 n
 .and so the n q m q 1 -element set will be a system of parameters if
 .J s x , x t q x , x t q x , . . . , x t, y , . . . , y R is primary to the maximal1 1 2 2 3 n 1 m
’ideal. It is clearly enough to show x , x t g J for each i F n. To see this,i i
’ ’ .  .first note x g J . Thus x t x s x x t g J and so any prime contain-1 1 2 1 2
ing J must contain either x t or x . However, as the sum of these two1 2
elements is in J, any prime ideal containing J must contain both elements
’or neither. Thus we see both x t and x are in J . From this, we can1 2’ .  .deduce x t x s x x t g J . Continuing in this way, we see that J is2 3 2 3
primary to the maximal ideal and x , x t q x , x t q x , . . . , x t, y , . . . , y1 1 2 2 3 n 1 m
 .is a system of parameters for the n q m q 1 -dimensional ring R. Next
n  . i . ny i.observe that the sum  y1 x t q x zt really consists of 2nis0 i iq1
terms which naturally group into pairs which sum to zero.
For the next statement, first consider the projection f : R ª A which is
 . the identity on A and satisfies f x t s 0 for each i. If z g x , . . . ,i 1
.  . x t q x R, then by applying f we see z s f z g f x , . . . , x t qny1 n 1 ny1
n iy1.  .x R s x , . . . , x A. Finally, we assume z s  x a with a g I .n 1 n is1 i i i
n  . jy i jyiLet b s  y1 a t for each i, 1 F i F n. Note that because a gi jsi j j
jy1 jyi jyi w xI , a g I and so a t is integral over A It and therefore anj j
element of R. Thus b is an element of R for each i. Now we claimi
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n  .z s b x q  b x q x t . The verification of this claim will certainly1 1 is2 i i iy1
suffice to complete the proof. To see the claim, first note that for each
i - n, b s a y b t and b s a . Nowi i iq1 n n
n ny1 n
b x q b x q x t s b q b t x q b x s a x s z .  .  1 1 i i iy1 i iq1 i n n i i
is2 is1 is1
and so the claim holds.
 .The following corollary follows immediately from 3.1 . It allows the
construction of many examples of integrally closed domains which are not
Cohen]Macaulay.
COROLLARY 3.2. Let A be an integrally closed local domain and x , . . . , x1 n
 .be part of a system of parameters. Let I s x , . . . , x A and suppose1 n
n w xz g I y I. Let R be the integral closure of the Rees ring A x t, . . . , x t .1 n
Then x , x t q x , x t q x , . . . , x t is part of a system of parameters for R1 1 2 2 3 n
 . .  .and z g x , . . . , x t q x R : x t y x , . . . , x t q x R.1 ny1 n n 1 ny1 n
 .Next we see that in the examples given by 3.2 , the homology vanishes
frequently when we go to the plus closure.
 .COROLLARY 3.3. In addition to the hypothesis of 3.2 , also assume that
m  .  . qp g x , x A for some m. Then z g x , . . . , x t q x R .1 2 1 ny1 n
 .Proof. We apply 2.14 to find an integral extension B of A and a set
 4 nof elements s , . . . , s contained in B such that z s  s x where1 n is1 i i
iy1each s g I S. Now let S be the integral closure of the Rees ringi
w x  .B x t, . . . , x t ; so S is an integral extension of R. By 3.1 , z g1 n
 .x , . . . , x t q x S and the proof is complete.1 ny1 n
In light of these results, we consider the examples above. If A is either
 3 3 3.  .  3 3 3.K @ x, y, z#r x q y q z and I is x, y A or K @ y, z#r p q y q zp
2 2 .and I is p, y A, then z g I and so z g I y I. Thus we see that the
 .homology observed in the Rees rings is precisely that promised by 3.2 .
 .Moreover, by 3.3 , we see that this homology disappears when we go to
the plus closure if p g I which will be true if K is a field of characteristic
p or if we are in the mixed characteristic case.
We also see that these examples are not isolated. Whenever I is an ideal
ngenerated by n parameters which does not contain I , there will be
corresponding non-trivial homology relations in the Rees ring. The exam-
ples cited here are integral closures of a regular local ring in a degree six
extension of its quotient field. We can in fact find examples which are
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integral closures in a degree four extension of the quotient field of a
 4 4 2 .regular local ring. For this, choose A s K @ x, y, z#r x q y q z or the
corresponding mixed characteristic example and construct the Rees rings
as above.
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